Mr. Dear,

I have now to refer you to certain documents since then enclosing Judge Mason—re: the Climate & Diseases here. Since that time I have given notice of myself as long ago as the letter of June, (which by the way was very soon to see, as it was not printed prior to the public eye). Since the new works of the Botanical Institute mention many of them! I mean the documents I lately enclosed and you must in that important particular—but it's true now—they will not compare with what I have indicated. That will enable me to obtain! I have now satisfied the assurance of procuring next month. Shall there be a refusal? (if not I shall think to make a visit of these with the documents referred to) the great difference between the effects of this climate upon our countrymen—& the Moriscos from the other countries. What the important diseases the London Times & Santa Anna were affecting from this great ally—& our dangers they will be most really disappointed in!

Yours very truly in ad-

Yours,
That the whole may go forward a step together. Some time to prepare fully my views upon it, but some
confused to write in full detail. Time that I can more usefully devote to my country in general affairs, much
after guidance upon my mart.

By this Packet send to the Judge, the Principal Superintendent of the preliminary rules for the
Great Western Company — now bought from Mr. John de Saury, by an English Company. I
have ordered this Superintendent to go by Washington
that the Administration (with whom I know it is a
favourite measure, particularly of Judge Mason,)
might obtain all the facts about it from an intelligent
man who has passed over the entire route. I wish to
furnish the Judge a copy of the Ministers letter of
the information so as to enable me to understand the
whole distinctly. As you must excuse my giving
him a line to you too, (These taxes, you know are
all for the benefit of our Indian country — no charge in
accompany.) You see that England is eternally watch-
ful — your jealous officers, look to it well — see how
she is to be contested in this matter.

in great tasty

Mr. Reid

Mr. Barton

Thomas Ritchie Jr.